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So much evidence, so little time
Impact evaluation

Key: Completed ✓ on-going – Pending ...
Operational evaluation

- Rounds 1-10
- Rounds 11-14
- Operational monitoring
- Emergency beneficiaries special theme
- Costing study
- Round 1
- Round 2
- Emergency payments process review
- Synthesis report
- Legacy study

Key: Completed ✓ on-going – Pending ...
Policy analysis

Key: Completed ✓ on-going – Pending ...

Turkana pilot targeting study

HSNP2 targeting assessment

Emergency payments LEWIE

HSNP Strategic review

Fiscal space study
Communications and learning

Emergency payments process review workshop

Technical workshop

National stakeholders event

National Social Protection conference

One-pagers

Breakfast event

ASP study presentation

Policy briefs

OPM webpage

HSNP webpage

Evaluation methods workshop

Reports

Video / photography

Key: Completed ✓ on-going – Pending ...
Project management

Key: Completed ✓ on-going – Pending ...
HSNP phase 2 evaluation

Key: Completed ✓ on-going – Pending ...

- Impact evaluation
  - Quantitative evaluation ✓
  - Qualitative evaluation
  - HSNP Phase 2 Final impact evaluation report ✓
  - ASP special study ✓
  - LEWIE ✓

- Coms and learning
  - National stakeholders event
  - National Social Protection conference
  - ASP study presentation ✓
  - Breakfast event ✓
  - OPM webpage
  - HSNP webpage
  - ASP study presentation
  - Evaluation methods workshop ✓
  - Video / photography ✓

- Policy analysis
  - Policy analysis
  - One-pagers
  - One-pagers

- HSNP Strategic review
  - HSNP2 targeting assessment ✓
  - Fiscal space study ✓

- Emergency payments process review
  - Rounds 1-10 ✓
  - Operational monitoring ✓
  - Operational evaluation ✓
  - Legacy study ✓

- Emergency beneficiaries special theme
  - Rounds 11-14 ✓
  - Costing study

- Project management
  - Status updates
  - Progress reports
  - Completion report

- Turkana pilot targeting study ✓

- Reports
  - Round 1 ✓
  - Round 2 ✓
  - Round 3
Conclusions
Conclusions

• There is a lot of evidence on a lot of subjects, including social protection, both globally and here in Kenya

• Producing robust and good quality evidence is challenging and can take time and money

• Making sense of evidence is not always straightforward

• Timeframes of evidence production and use and policy and decision making don’t always align

• There are other factors, besides evidence, that influence decisions
1. HSNP website:

http://www.hsnp.or.ke/index.php/our-work/measurement-evaluation

All the materials from the HSNP evaluation can be found here...

2. OPM website

opml.co.uk
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